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Jungle Travel Tips From Sir Kaukonen:

The most important factor when traveling the jungle is to establish 

base camps.  Put some effort into constructing, supplying and 

defending camps at  ideal locations.  Surviving in the jungle is 

difcult enough, but to do so without having good places to rest, 

resupply, and reassess is asking for trouble. 

A typical day's travel for my outt  was six miles of progress.  I say 

“progress” because as much effort is spent going sideways, up, and 

down around various obstacles as going forward.  Much time was 

also spent each day either resting or hunting and foraging to 

supplement and extend our preserved rations with the bounty of 

the jungle.! Some days presented ideal conditions allowing us to as 

much as double our progress, but then others days met us with 

hardship that slowed us considerably.

Of course, an expedition should travel the waterways when 

possible. !They enable the transport of a greater bulk of supply, 

deeper into the jungle.  Going upriver is hard work, but still faster 

than stomping through the bush.! Going downriver, it was possible 

to travel thirty miles or more in a day, with a sturdy craft and stout 

oarsmen.  River travel is less eventful, but also presents its own 

dangers such as rapids, waterfalls, and sh and snakes larger than 

I'd seen before or since.

The jungle has swamps and mountains too.! A small canoe is of use 

in the swamps, but any larger craft will be impractical. !  Valleys 

and cliff-side paths in the mountains aided travel there, but some 

ranges were just impossible for my men to cross.! More than once I 

hired a brave mountaineer to guide just myself to the top of some 

of the most treacherous ridges so I could make observations.  

Speaking of which, a jungle traveler should take advantage of any 

opportunity to get atop the canopy and have a look around.! Down 

on the oor there are no landmarks.!  Everything looks the same. 

Despite my skill and experience I often discovered that I wasn't 

traveling precisely in the direction I had intended.!  Seldom did I 

get to where I was going without an unintended detour or two.!

In a veteran’s memoirs of the Wizard Wars:

Our center of power was the area south of the bad bend in the Big 

Muddy river.!  We had a base in the jungle there, and also in the 

Tunnels of Leeches in the mountains a little further south.!  Well, 

things started to get ugly towards the end. !  The high command 

decided to abandon the jungle base and make a last stand in the 

tunnels.! Not wanting to leave anything behind for the enemy, the 

jungle base was destroyed, pushed all  together into one big pile of 

trash a thousand feet high and set on re.! The war didn't last much 

longer after that.!  I was one of the last to be evacuated from the 

mountaintop before the enemy laid it to waste, trapping many good 

soldiers inside the tunnels.  By this time there were soldiers from 

both sides scattered throughout the jungle. !  Deserters, routed 

squads, and abandoned casualties. !  There may have been more 

soldiers lost in the bush, ghting to stay alive against the jungle, 

than there was soldiers still ghting the other side.! A real shame.! 

Some are probably still alive there.! I wish I could go back and nd 

some of my buddies.!  I heard a rumor that my old commanding 

wizard, Zougklapteryx, stayed in the jungle and went native.! Built 

a treehouse and cooped up with a pretty girl there.

Lyric in the Song of Time Never Ending:

"A jungle city, bright in the mist

Will crumble, pity, not even a wish!"

In a treasure hunter’s book of spurious tall tales and self-

serving half-truths:

   "Ceptaar," I said to my native guide, "I do believe this riddle is a 

test of integrity.! Perhaps it be best if you answer for me."

   "No, sir.! It must be you.! Only way, sir." 

   I paused to consider my answer, then said it aloud:!  "Two bald 

women and a red-eyed canary."

   The volcano rumbled.! We lost our footing and slid off the edge 

of the stairs all the way down to the jungle.! Just a few scrapes and 

bruises, nothing serious.

   "I believe my answer was incorrect!"

   "Yes, sir.! I believe it was, sir."

   We shared a hearty laugh and I declared, "I guess I'll try another 

day to pass the tests of the Old Volcano."

   "Yes, sir.! You'll succeed another day, sir."

   Faithful Ceptaar was a strong boy and already had a bolo, the 

large machete that is a status symbol among the natives.!  I also 

suspect he had a Secret Talisman, but I never did nd out for sure.

Barkeep at The Ball of Yarn talks about this map:

See that funny map on the wall?  Dates back from before the 

Wizard Wars.  Natives made it by stitching colored thread into 

leather.  Captain Monty Foshay organized an expedition when he 

learned that the Tomb of the Monkey God was yet to be looted and 

that it lay under a giant gorilla head, right there.  (He points to the 

brown spot at the top of the map.)   Rather than travel upriver 

through the jungle, Foshay gured it would be easier to enter the 

jungle by crossing the desert and climbing over the green 

mountains from the south, there on the right.  Not only that, he 

would hire hundreds of desert nomads to carry a large ship over 

the mountains and put it on the river.  Then he hoped to hire 

thousands of jungle natives to expose the tomb entrance.  Well, I 

never saw Foshay again.  Apparently, the expedition got lost in the 

mountains.  Then, his hired desert nomads didn’t get along with 

the jungle natives he was hoping to hire, and all hell broke loose.
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